Rulebook

Villains have taken Hostages and rigged the
whole place to blow; but they didn’t count on
the timely arrival of the Action Hero! The Villains
have hidden themselves among the Hostages and
there’s not enough time to save everyone. Get
the innocent Hostages out while leaving the bad
guys behind to explode!

What is Countdown:
action Edition?
Countdown: Action Edition is a hidden role game
where players try to navigate a hostage situation
happening in a 1980s action movie. One player
takes on the role of the Action Hero while the
other players are Hostages or Villains. The Action
Hero will need to determine which players are
the real Hostages and which are the Villains
impersonating them. Decide quickly, though,
because no one knows when the Bomb will go off!

Winning the Game
Players have various win conditions based
on which Character they are playing. See the
Character descriptions on page 15 for a complete
list of Character Win Conditions.
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Game Set Up
Choosing Characters
Icon Reference
Ask a Question
The Hero reads the
question in quotations
out loud, then chooses
if Released or NonReleased Players will
answer it. Each Player in
the chosen group gives
an answer.
Yes or No Question
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1 Choose a player to be
the Action Hero. That player
chooses an Action Hero
Character card and places it
face up in front of them. There
is also an Icon Reference card
that player can use if needed. In
these rules, the Action Hero is
referred to simply as the Hero.

Ask a question out
loud, then chooses
if Released or NonReleased Players will
answer it. Each Player in
the chosen group must
say Yes or No.

Bad Ass
You win if all Hostages are Alive
and all Villains are Dead after the
Bomb goes oﬀ.
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2 Following the Player Number Chart
(pg 20), take the indicated number of Hostage
and Villain Role markers, shuffle them, discard
the top Role marker face down, then deal one
marker to each player.
3 Following the Player Number Chart
(pg 20), choose the indicated
number of Hostage and
Villain Character
cards. This
will form the
Character deck.
Put all other
Character cards back
in the box.
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4 The player to the left of
2
the Hero takes the Character
2
deck, shuffles it, and discards
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Character cards, chooses one,
4
and passes the deck to the
Bomb
player on their left. The card
er
Lumberjack
they choose must match the
Role marker that they received
in step 2. (For example, if someone has a Villain Role, they
must choose one of the Villain Characters.) This continues
until each player, except for the Hero, has looked at the deck
and chosen a Character card. The remaining Character cards
are then discarded face down.
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You win if the Hero wins and you
are Alive after the Bomb goes oﬀ.

5 The last player to choose a Character
card looks at all the discarded face-down
Character cards and may choose to switch
the Character they chose with one of the
discarded ones.
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6 Each player, except the Hero, then
receives a Release token and places it in front
of them with the Unreleased side showing.
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Creating the Countdown Deck
7 Separate the Countdown cards by color or number (this
should make three piles: Blue 1, Yellow 2, Red 3), find the
Bomb card and set it aside, then shuffle all piles separately.
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9
8 Create the
Countdown deck by
dealing a number
of cards from each
pile as directed in
the Player Number
Chart (pg 20) to the
middle of the table
(make sure to keep
the piles separate).

Choose two of the
following actions

Choose two of the
following actions

How do you get
around?
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9 Shuffle the Bomb Card into the Red
3 pile of Countdown Cards.
10 Stack the shuffled Countdown Cards

so that all the Blue 1 cards are on top,
Yellow 2 cards are in the middle, and
Red 3 cards are on the bottom.
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Action Scenes

11

11 Every player, except for the Hero, is

randomly dealt 1 Action Scene Card.

12 Any extra Action Scene Cards are then
returned to the box.
The game starts with the Hero player announcing their
Action Hero name and where this 80s hostage scene is taking
place. The Hero then asks all players to close their eyes (that
includes you, Action Hero). All Villains should be directed to
open their eyes and stare at one another. Villains are then
asked to close their eyes and everyone opens their eyes
together. If this whole sequence is awkward, then you’re
probably doing it right. If the Hero took
steps to make this unnecessarily
awkward for everyone, then your
game group is probably a good fit
for Countdown.
*For some extra silliness,
try having all the players,
except for the Hero,
sit in a circle of chairs
with their hands behind
their backs. This is a
hostage situation after all.
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How to Play the Game
During a game of Countdown, the Hero asks a series of
questions to players as a group, listening to each of their
answers to try and determine who among them are Hostages
and who are Villains. Gameplay follows three simple steps
that are repeated until the Bomb card is flipped.
1. The Hero flips over the top card of the Countdown Deck.
2. The Hero chooses two of the listed Actions and performs
them in any order.
3. The Hero then repeats steps 1-2.

Countdown Cards

e
f th
wo o ions
se t g act
Chololowin
et
ou g
fo
do y
How round?
a Choose two of the
following actions
Accuse someone of
being a Villain and
explain why.

Countdown Cards show different possible
Actions that the Hero can take. The Hero
chooses two of these and performs them in
any order. A Hero cannot perform an Action
more times than it appears on a Countdown Card.
If a Hero cannot perform an Action and another Action they can
perform is available, they must choose the available Action.
Do you think you
will win?

Types of Actions found on Countdown Cards:
•

Ask the Question “…“ - The Hero reads the question in
quotations out loud, then each player in clockwise order
gives an answer.

•

Release a Hostage- The Hero chooses an Unreleased
player and Releases them.

•

Secure a Hostage- The Hero chooses a Released player
and makes them Unreleased.
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•

Yes or No!- The Hero asks any question out loud, then
each player in clockwise order must say either yes or no.

•

Pull Aside- The Hero chooses any player and talks to
them privately for 20 seconds.

Role Markers
Role markers represent which
team a player is on during a
game of Countdown. Roles are
kept secret from other players
until the end of the game. A
player must always choose a
Character card that matches their
Role Marker.

Character Cards
There are two types of Character cards;
Hostage- Hostage Character
cards have a character name and
a win condition.

h
o
s
t
a
g
e
v
i
lAerobics Instructor
lYou win if the Hero wins and you
aare Alive after the Bomb goes oﬀ.
i
n

Bomber
You win if the Hero loses and you
are Alive after the Bomb goes oﬀ.

Villain- Villain Character cards have
a villain name and a win condition.
*Some Character cards have special game rules
and scenarios when used. Always make sure
to check the Character Win Conditions when
playing a new Character to see any special rules
or conditions that may apply.
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Answering Questions
Players will often have to answer questions to
convince the Hero they are the real Hostages
or to create misdirection and confusion.
Players can answer the questions any way they
want but must follow a few rules:
•

If a player has a Hostage Character card,
they must act as that Character when they
are answering questions. For example, if
a Hostage is asked, “What were you doing
before I got here?” and that player has the
Hostage Character Aerobics Instructor, they
could answer, “I was helping others discover
the joy of jazzercising!”

Choose two of the
following acti
ons
What is your
favorite movie?

What do you like to
drink?

What is your
greatest fear?

•

If a player has a Villain Character, they may answer
questions in any way they want. Villains most commonly
mimic other Hostage Characters when answering questions
in order to mislead the Hero.

•

The answer must be relevant to the question asked. For
example, if a player is asked, “What were you doing before
I got here?” that player can’t reply, “I think Tom is a Villain”.

•

Players must answer a question if asked. Players can lie
but cannot refuse to speak.

•

Players may talk freely during
the game as long as they
stay in character and don’t
try to talk over the Hero
or interrupt another
player’s answers.
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Action Scenes
Action Scenes give each player an opportunity
to change the direction of the game. Think of
them as a way to steal the spotlight from the
Action Hero. Action Scenes can be played at any
time regardless of whether a player is Released
or Unreleased. To play an Action Scene, the player
announces they are using their Action Scene and then reads
the card out loud. They then follow the actions listed on the
card. After resolving the actions, that Action Scene card is
discarded from the game.

Releasing and Securing Hostages
There’s a bomb somewhere close by and a bunch of innocent
dead people would tarnish any good Action Hero’s record. The
Hero needs to get as many Hostages out of harm’s way as they
can before the Bomb card is flipped - while leaving the Villains
behind to fall victim to their own evil plot.
If a Hero performs the Release a Hostage
Action they must pick one of the players who
has a Release token that says Unreleased. That
player then flips over their Release Token to
the Released side.
If a Hero performs the Secure a Hostage
Action they must pick one of the players who
has a Release token that says Released. That
player then flips over their Release token to
the Unreleased side.
Having trouble remembering which Characters were in the
Character deck? During Set Up, place the matching Character
Reference cards in the middle of the table to show which
Characters were chosen for the current game!
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Release Tokens
Release tokens help players
tell who among them have
been Released and who are still
Unreleased. Release tokens must be
in view of everyone and no players
can lie about or falsely manipulate
their Release token. This is a fancy way of saying that no one
should be cheating. If you’re good at cheating, go to a casino,
get rich, and stop ruining everyone else’s game.

Discarding a Countdown Card
Sometimes an Action Scene will instruct the Hero to Discard
a Countdown card. When this happens the Hero flips over
the top card on the Countdown deck and discards it without
performing any of its Actions. If the Bomb card is ever discarded
in this way shuffle the Bomb card back into the Countdown
deck. Failing to follow this exception will result in a breakdown
of the time matrix. Dog Might LLC is not responsible for any
injuries resulting in dinosaur attacks or space weasels due to
the incorrect following of these instructions.

The Bomb Card
The Bomb card signifies the end of the
countdown and the bomb exploding! Any
players still Unreleased are caught in the
explosion - except the Action Hero of course.
They probably jump out of the window
and land in the cockpit of a helicopter or
something. When the Bomb card is flipped over, the game
ends immediately.
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Game’s End / Dead or Alive
When the Bomb card is flipped, all players that are Released
are Alive and any players that were still Unreleased are Dead
burning corpses. Just because a player has turned into a
human yule log doesn’t mean they lost though. Make sure to
check each player’s win condition on their Character card to
see if they are a winner.

Playing a Villain
Playing a Villain can be tricky in a game of Countdown. Hiding
among Hostages takes no small amount of skill, cleverness,
and roleplaying. Here are some tips for new Villain players on
how to pull off the perfect hostage situation.
•

Choose a Hostage Character to imitate early on and
stick with it. If another player has that Character, try to
convince everyone that they are the one lying.

•

Keep your early answers a bit vague so you can switch to
imitating a new Character if needed. Try to think of
answers that might apply to multiple Hostage
Characters. Buy yourself more time to collect
as much information as you can.

•

Pay close attention to the Character
cards you receive and the ones you
pass on. This can help you know which
Hostage Character might be a good
choice to imitate.

•

Work as a Villainous team! If another
Villain is lying, back them up when you can.
Listen to what the other Villains are saying
and corroborate their answers.
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•

Don’t forget your Action Scene card. Think about how
and when it is most useful to you. An Action Scene card
can be used to turn the game in your favor or to gain the
Action Hero’s trust.

•

Try to get the Action Hero to pull you aside. Spend
that time convincing the Action Hero who they really
shouldn’t trust and why.

•

Roleplay your heart out! The more you throw yourself
into a chosen Hostage Character, the more convincing
you will be. Once you’ve chosen a Hostage to imitate,
don’t hold back! Good roleplaying by a Villain can make
the real Hostage Character appear unsure and suspicious.

Character Win conditions
Check here to see the win conditions or any special rules
for Characters.

Action Heroes
Assassin- You win if only one Character is Dead after
the Bomb goes off and it’s a Villain.
Bad Ass- You win if all Hostages are Alive and all
Villains are Dead after the Bomb goes off.
The Wild Card- You win if at least one Villain and
no more than one Hostage are Dead after the Bomb
goes off.
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Hostages
Aerobics Instructor- You win if the Hero wins and you
are Alive after the Bomb goes off.
Android- You win if the Hero wins and you are Alive
after the Bomb goes off.
Big Time Wrestler x3- You win if you are the only Big
Time Wrestler Alive after the Bomb goes off. When
playing with the Big Time Wrestlers, you must include
all copies of that Character card.
Body Builder- You win if the Hero wins and you are
Alive after the Bomb goes off.
Drunk- You win if the players on either side of
you lose.
Game Show Host- You win if the Hero wins and you are
Alive after the Bomb goes off.
Hacker- You win if the Hero wins and you are Alive
after the Bomb goes off.
Hair Band Member x3- You win if you and all Hair Band
Members are Alive after the Bomb goes off. When
playing with the Hair Band Members you must include
all copies of that Character card.
Hip Hop Artist- You win if the Hero wins and you are
Alive after the Bomb goes off.
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Lumberjack- You win if the Hero wins and you are Alive
after the Bomb goes off.
Mob Boss- You win if you and at least one Villain are
Alive after the Bomb goes off. Remember, the Mob
Boss is a Hostage Character and counts as one of the
Hostages the Action Hero must save. When Playing the
Mob Boss make the following Rule Changes; when all
Villains are asked to open their eyes the Mob Boss also
opens their eyes.
Pizza Delivery Kid- You win if the Hero wins and you
are Alive after the Bomb goes off.
Police Dog- You win if the Hero wins and you are Alive
after the Bomb goes off.
Super Model- You win if the Hero wins and you are
Alive after the Bomb goes off.
Surfer- You win if the Hero wins and you are Alive after
the Bomb goes off.
The President- You win if the Hero wins and you are
Alive after the Bomb goes off.
Undercover Cop- You win if all Villains are Dead after
the Bomb goes off. When playing with the Undercover
Cop, you must always include the Mob Boss Character
as well. When Playing the Undercover Cop make the
following rule changes; when all Villains are asked to
open their eyes, the Undercover Cop and the Mob Boss
also open their eyes. At the end of the game, before
revealing Characters, the Mob Boss reveals themselves
and must guess which player they think was the
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Undercover Cop. If they guess correctly, the Undercover
Cop and the Action Hero lose and the Mob Boss and all
Villains win, regardless of their win conditions. If the
Mob Boss was discarded during Set Up, and no Player
reveals themselves, skip this final step.

Villains
Betrayer- You win if you are the only Villain Alive after
the Bomb goes off.
Bomber- You win if the Hero loses and you are Alive
after the Bomb goes off.
Destroyer- You win if an equal or greater number of
Hostages die than Villains after the Bomb goes off.
Mastermind- You win if all
Villains are Alive after
the Bomb goes off.
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Alternate Time Traveler
Scenario
Deep within a secret Nazi
v
v
i
i
laboratory, Hitler’s scientists
l
l
l
l
developed a time portal. When it
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n
was clear the Nazis were going to
lose the war, Hitler used the machine
1
Decoy
Hitler
to travel to the 1980s where he
Hitler
staged a secret coup to overthrow
all the world’s governments. It is now
the year 2025 and 99% of the world’s population
is under Nazi control. You are the ultimate super soldier,
trained from birth to do one thing... travel to the 80s and
kill Hitler. After hacking into the time matrix, you managed
to trace Hitler to his hideout the night before the coup.
Unfortunately, Robotic Hitler Decoys are everywhere and
you must quickly decide who is the real Hitler. You have only
one mission…Kill Hitler.
at the
Alive
tler is me.
ga
in if Hi
You w end of the
You w
in if yo
u
end of are Alive
at the
the Ga
me.

All rules are the same with these exceptions:
•1

Only use the Time Traveler Action Hero.

•2 Use the Bullet card instead of the Bomb card.
•3 Only use the Hitler and Robo Hitler Decoy Villains.
Always use Robo Hitler Decoys in numerical order. For
example: use Hitler and Robo Hitler Decoy 1, 2, and 3 for
4 total Villains.
•4 All Hostage Character Win Conditions become the
following; You win if the Action Hero wins.
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•5 When the Villains look at each other at the
start of the game, the player who has Hitler
should give a peace sign or other silent
signal. If Hitler was discarded during the
draft and no player makes the sign, then
Hitler Decoy 1 becomes the real Hitler
and makes the hand signal.
•6 When the Bullet card is flipped there can be no
more then four Characters left in the building or the
Action Hero cannot make their shot and Hitler lives.
•7 When the Bullet card is flipped, the Time Traveler picks
an Unreleased Character they believe is the real Hitler,
points at them with a finger gun, and yells BANG! The
player they point to reveals their Character card. If the
Action Hero guessed correctly, Hitler dies. If the Action
Hero guessed incorrectly, then Hitler lives.
All Alternate Time Travel Scenario cards include a
small bullet icon in the lower right corner so it’s easy to
sort them out between games.
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Player Number Chart
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Choose two of the
following actions

How do you get
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Bomber

You win if the Hero wins and you
are Alive after the Bomb goes oﬀ.

You win if the Hero loses and you
are Alive after the Bomb goes oﬀ.
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following actions

Who do you think is
lying?
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